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NDEBELE TABLES
ELEGANT, ASTONISHINGLY STRONG AND STABLE
IMAGE OF AN AFRICAN WOMEN

Everybody has seen a tripoid table before. It’s the easiest way to make a construction that does
not wobble. Perfectly simple, not so easy to improve.
Van Dansik concentrated on one essential detail: the very spot where the three rods meet.
By extruding the form and joining the legs by winding metal wire around them, a new
stunningly clever and functional design is created.
As van Dansik saw this elegant long ringed ‘neck’ emerge in the silhouette of his table, it
reminded him imediaty of the adorned necks of the Ndebele women of South Afrika.
The iconic Ndebele table is so light, one can pick it up by the neck and carry it around in one
hand. Still it is surprisingly strong and capable of supporting objects up to 5 kilo.
It is likely to lead a nomadic existence in a home, it will go wherever one needs to sit by,
or to show an object on it.

N D E B E L E TA B L E

t h e m e ‘AT O L’

unique set of three

Melchior van Dansik feels an ecological concern about climate change. In this special project
of 3 tables he tells this story, focusing on the rising of Sea Levels.
ATOL No1 is just 3 mm above the green surface, ATOL no2 alredy leveled and in a slightly
threatening darker colored green, ATOL No3 is appearantly peacefull but totally submerged.
‘ATOL’ is thus not just an object of desire made of Eucalyptus root wood embedded in semi
transparant green epoxy, with gold plated copper wire and rusty iron legs, it is also a
statement and a conversation piece to appeal to open minds.
The ATOL and TOPOGRAFIA series consist of numbered and signed naturally formed pieces of
wood that partly fit in the parameters of his ideal elips.

M I X A N D M AT C H Y O U R N D E B E L E T A B L E
During the KunstRAI Adoráble ART+DESIGN will host two zoom sessions for collectors to
choose their table-top that has been prepared by the artist but not yet assembled as a table.
The choices to be made are
three different heights: 95cm, 75cm and 50cm
three different leg colors: rusty iron , blackened iron of stainless steel
Three different binding wire: red copper wire, gold plated copper wire or silver wire
Tops differ individually can be High gloss or mat Color, Assembled wood patterns,
Recycled aluminium of Beer cans, massive Ebony, Lace wood or Silestone composite stone.
DATA (please subscribe by mail) Check website for dates coming up from 27 may -20 june
www.adorable.nl
@gallery_adorable
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PROFILE

MELCHIOR VAN DANSIK

designer

van Dansik (1952) graduated from the Royal Art Academy of The Hague as
Architectural Designer. He has his workshop in an eclectic 19th century
mansion in The Hague.
For years he has worked designing public exhibitions and installations on a
monumental spatial scale like CHAOS exhibition, Inuit exhibition at MUSEON,
The Hague or assisting redesign of London Transport Museum .
Nowadays he experiments on a micro-scale creating his handcrafted art and
design objects. However each NDEBELE table top is an individual, hand made
item that over the years keeps on surprising in the possibilities of expression
and variations within the concept.
Surrounded by useful bits of raw and reclaimed materials, prototypes,
projects and some intriguing minute collections of shapes and forms, van
Dansik constructs his tables here. His focus on construction is demonstrated
by a prototype he shows us of a desk he designed. It is entirely made of
cardboard, pieces that lock together without one single screw.
Coming years he wants to broaden his work designing jewelry
WWW.MELCHIORVANDANSIK.NL

C O N C E P T of N D E B E L E T A B L E S
While driving through the Rotterdam harbor back in 2012, van Dansik
came across an abandoned bundle of 3 iron rods. Without even getting
out of his Citroen 2CV, he reached out and took them aboard.
During that year he started experimenting with his serendipical find. The
rods became table legs as van Dansik set out to create a tripod. In
exploring ways to keep the legs and the table top steadily together, van
Dansik found a solution how to insert the legs in three different angles
into the wooden top, than pressed together binding it all together.
Mounting one table takes one-and-half hour of turning the wire around
the “neck” of the table. When ready he ties the knot and a tail of wire is
left just a bit longer, a playfull signature of the maker
All tables are stamped, numbered and signed by the artist wearing a
specific name or theme

N D E B E L E TA B L E S O N S H O W
Ndebele Table is represented by Adoráble Art+Design in the Netherlands,
Guest artist at galerie BYCHATEL in Paris, at Gallery Bogert, Knokke ,
and Galerie Deining in Brussel.
EXHIBITIONS NL by Adoráble ART+DESIGN
Each year Ndebele table is on show and collected at KunstRAI and
PAN Amsterdam , Art The Hague, OBJECT Rotterdam, and
TEFAF Maastricht.
EXHIBITIONS BELGIUM. 2020 sept-dec. >> contemporary design group show
at Bogart Gallery Knokke, with a.o. Xavier Lust
2016. >> "Waste not, want not, the Dutch re-design" Participating at
VENTURA, Kortrijk Furniture Biennale, organised by the Dutch embasy in
Belgium Theme: Upcycling and Reuse
Curator: Monique Ezendam, Galerie Deining, Brussel
WWW.ADORABLE.NL/BUY-ONLINE/

